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Dear Supporters,

Letter From the Executive Director

I bet you probably feel the same way I do when you think of 2021. We all had such hope for COVID to end and to have some sense of
normalcy. As we all know, we weren’t so fortunate. The Crisis Center continued to see an impact on our services, our volunteers,
and the staff - and it has been tough. We are grateful for each of you that gave funding during this difficult time. You helped us
continue to operate 24/7 for the entire year. Because of you, callers who had suicidal ideation, survivors of sexual assault, people
seeking help with substance abuse, and those with mental health issues were served - receiving the empathy and care they truly
deserve without incurring cost.
Even in such a challenging year, we continued to dream and explore ways to better serve those who are struggling in our
community. Our dreams included:
The opportunity to provide FREE assessments to those seeking help with substance abuse - not only in our five-county service
area, but for the state of Alabama. The Recovery Resource Center program of the Crisis Center partnered with the Alabama
Department of Mental Health (ADMH) to provide this service state-wide.
A collaboration with the Alabama Department of Mental Health (ADMH) in preparation of the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline (NSPL) moving to a 3-digit number (9-8-8). The Crisis and Suicide program of the Crisis Center has partnered with JBS
Mental Health Authority to continue to answer those calls, as we do now, but with more support and people.
A partnership with the Alabama Coalition Against Rape (ACAR) to provide 24/7 hotline help to victims and survivors of sexual
assault to unserved counties in Alabama. The Rape Response program of the Crisis Center will provide this service and we are
hopeful to connect more people to the help they may need.
The ability to provide increased suicide intervention and prevention education in our community through funding from the
Community Foundation of Greater Birmingham. Specifically, we plan to work with traditionally underserved communities with
a focus on the mental health of youth of color. The UTalk program for kids and teens will take the lead in this effort.
As we embark on these enhanced projects, we also have a theme for 2022- and that is CONNECTION. We want to connect with you,
with people who may need our services, with community organizations who would like to partner to reach more people, and with
our own programs and staff as we emerge from two very challenging years. We look forward to sharing this with you and invite you
to join us in whichever way is best for you.
Thank you for being a part of us.
Always,
Meg McGlamery
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Our recovery clients may come to us from any
place in Alabama, but the majority of our clients
are residents of Jefferson County.
Second to Jefferson is Walker County, which is
has been dubbed "Ground Zero" for the opioid
epidemic in our state. In response to the
concentrated need there, we opened a Walker
County Recovery Resource Center office in 2021.
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LIFE-SAVING

SUCCESS

STORY

A pregnant IV-heroin user reached out to us for help. We were able to get her to the
Maternity ER Unity at UAB where she was admitted. I was able to visit with her in the
hospital during her stay and we were able to get her assessment completed.
While at the hospital, she was able to connect with adoption services and successfully
transferred to Alethia
House for residential SUD treatment, where she stayed and
completed treatment.
When the client reached out with an update in December, she had delivered her baby at AH
and it was successfully adopted. She is still sober and is now working with a substance
misuse counseling service. She is also taking steps to procure an internship to become a
Certified Recovery Support Specialist.
Story submitted by RRC Staff
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In 2021, our Recovery Resource Center opened a second location in downtown
Jasper to serve Walker County residents. With the support of the Healing
Network, Walker Area Community Foundation and First Baptist Church of
Jasper, we have been able to serve 57 individuals with recovery support services
since officially opening our doors in August.
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The Future of Lifeline Centers & 988
Throughout 2021, staff met with representatives from Alabama Department
of Mental Health and the University of Alabama, who were teaming up to
strategize for the implementation of 988, the new three-digit number for
the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline. Through the course of these
discussions, ADMH made the decision to move forward with 988
independently of the state’s three existing legacy Lifeline Crisis Centers, who
have decades of experience answering NSPL and includes Crisis Center Inc,
Crisis Services of North Alabama, and Lifelines Counseling Services, and
instead plan to award the funds only to Mental Health Authority centers.
The Crisis Center is grateful for our continued partnership with JBS Mental
Health Authority. Through this partnership, we have contracted with JBS to
allow the Crisis Center to answer these calls. The joint proposal between
Crisis Center Inc and JBS was approved by ADMH Commissioner Boswell
early in 2022 and will be implemented once 988 is launched in Summer of
2022.

PREVENTION

EDUCATION

One of the primary functions of our UTalk Youth Services program is to provide prevention education for school aged
children and teens. Prevention education topics include: Safe Dates, Healthy Relationships, Personal
Boundaries/Consent, Bystander Intervention, Cyberbullying, Bully Proof, Stress Management, Conflict Resolution, and
other topics specified based on the community need or request.

One of the biggest challenges that has been presented by the COVID-19 pandemic has been making sure that
prevention education sessions through Zoom or other online outlets are impactful and engaging. Many younger
audiences struggle to maintain attention online due to their (very valid) zoom burnout.

A very positive outcome is that Zoom allows students to share their authentic feelings about the prevention
education topic confidentially through its individual chat function. This empowers students to be vulnerable without
the risk of their peers or their teacher hearing their comments, which in turn enables our prevention educators to
discretely provide resources and emotional support to these students who reach out privately through chat.

Phone Reassurance

11,256 CALLS
221 CLIENTS
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One of the main goals of the Senior Talk Line is to help guide seniors to develop
healthy connections with others and with themselves. We do that every day with
the seniors we call, but we also seek those connections in our community. Many
seniors who are a part of the program live in isolation due to illness, loss of
mobility, access to transportation, and losses in their social network of family in
friends. This isolation leads to loneliness and can contribute to more serious
mental health problems such as depression, anxiety and in some cases, suicidality.

A former STL volunteer is now the coordinator for United Way's Meals on Wheels
program. Through our volunteer training, she learned about the impacts of
ongoing loneliness and how this affects every aspect of a person’s life - mental,
physical, emotional, and spiritual. While everyone has been impacted to some
degree by the pandemic, seniors who already live in isolation may be experiencing
exponential strain.

Her experience with the Senior Talk Line program combined with the increased
isolation she witnessed through the COVID-19 pandemic helped her realize the
importance of connection and a conversation with someone who cares. As a result,
she started a reassurance program for Meals on Wheels clients who needed the
additional support of someone checking on them a little more than just at the
once-a-week at meal drop off. Her training and experience working as a volunteer
of the Senior Talk Line helped her recognize this need and develop additional
support for Meals on Wheels clients.

Bringing ease to the process -
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Moving to our new location on Beacon Parkway West on the JBS
campus has improved access for our payee clients, with a bus stop
located right outside our doors.
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NEW INTAKES - 114
ENROLLMENT - 374

Don was homeless until staff convinced him in early 2021 to give a
boarding home a try. He has numerous physical and mental health
issues, and our ability to provide case management services for him
were limited due to his transitory behavior. Moving to a communal
living environment was difficult, but he was appreciative to have a
warm place to stay plus three meals a day.
Staff were then able to connect Don to an outpatient mental health
provider where he receives medication and counseling. His diagnosis
is schizophrenia and he had been off medication for several years.
Additionally, Don's physical problems were addressed by a primary care
doctor with initial medical examination. His physician then referred
him to two specialists; one to address seizure issues, and the other to
focus on chronic digestive issues. Staff has provided transportation and
accompanied him to all of these medical appointments.
Staff assisted Don with an application to receive food stamps from the
AL. Department of Human Resources. He receives approximately $130/
month on his food stamp card, enabling him to supplement the boarding
meals with healthy snacks and beverages. We also secured a donation of
a microwave oven that he keeps in his room so he can prepare hot foods
and drinks.
Finally, we arranged him to get eyeglasses through Medicaid, and
provided him with a helmet to wear at night to keep him safe from head
injury because of his seizure activity.
Our payee program goes beyond paying consumers’ bills and helping
them manage their Social Security disability funds. We also provide
important case management services to individuals like Don.
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S.A.N.E.
SEXUAL ASSAULT
NURSE EXAMINER CLINIC
In moving to the new 24/7
facility, we were able to create
an even better space for our
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner
Clinic, which now features two
exam rooms as well as two
interview rooms, a private, gated
entrance for clients and law
enforcement, and offices for our
nurses and advocates.
These improvements allow us to
see more clients at once, as well
as provide more privacy and
security for clients while they
are with us.
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Offering a new way to support healing
In 2022, two of our Rape Response Staff were trained to provide EMDR, or Eye Movement
Desensitization & Reprocessing Therapy.
"Clients who struggled with feeling "stuck" when processing their assault have seen
tremendous progress, sometimes in just a few sessions when we have incorporated
EMDR. EMDR is client-centered and utilizes the strengths a survivor already possesses to
heal from trauma in a way that they need.
One client who had struggled with the impact of her assault for years but had tried talk
therapy and still felt overwhelmed with the assault and its impact on her daily life. This
client shared that she thought she would never "get over" it, but experienced significant
relief after using EMDR to target trauma of her assault.
I've seen an increase in client retention in those who are receiving EMDR -- I think this
is because they see results more quickly and feel more empowered from their experience.
This intervention is just one of many we have available, and may be appropriate
depending on the client's needs, readiness, and goals, It is one of the most helpful
interventions I've used."
-Rebecca Henderson, Rape Response Coordinator

Serving the unmet needs...

MOBILE

UNIT

Working with the mobile unit has been so
rewarding. It has been great to have a team so
dedicated to help reach clients from all areas to
help them access services that they need. It
brings me joy when clients tell me how much of
an impact Thor is whether than be for
transportation, financial, or overall supportive
reasons. I am currently connecting with
community leaders and police departments to
start Sexual Assault Response Teams in these
areas to build more resources and agency for
survivors.

- Drew Ri'chard, Mobile Unit Advocate

Partnerships for

SAFER

COMMUNITIES

The Megan Montgomery Domestic
Violence Prevention Fund came to the
Crisis Center in 2021 to propose a
partnership between us along with
Cahaba Brewing to help train hospitality
industry staff on how to recognize the
signs of Drug Facilitated Sexual Assault
(or DFSA) and safely intervene.

VOLUNTEERS

KEEP US GOING 24/7
Crisis &
Suicide Line
Crisis & Suicide Line
volunteers provide
unconditional
positive regard to
individuals facing
personal crisis, 24
hours a day, seven
days a week.

Rape Response
Rape Response's
volunteer advocates
play a crucial role in
supporting survivors
of sexual violence
through empathetic
support during SANE
exams.

41 NEW VOLUNTEERS

Senior
Talk Line
Senior Talk Line
volunteers provide
supportive calls to
seniors and
caregivers of seniors
who are dealing with
loneliness and
isolation

54 LOST VOLUNTEERS

https://www.crisiscenterbham.org/volunteer/

UTalk
UTalk's volunteers
play the important
role of providing
genuine support
for kids and teens
in crisis with
empathy and
nonjudgmental
positive regard.

NET LOSS: 13

You help every day.

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT.
Total Revenue $3,389,605 *

Total Expense $3,155,405 *

Contributions $118,481
Non-Govt Grant Funding $284,971
Govt Grants $2,017,415
United Way Allocation $655,727
Program Fees $112,050
Special Events $126,751
Investment Income $49,252
Other $24,958

Administration $94,662
Fundraising $47,331
Program Services $3,013,412
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3.5%
3.8%

Administration
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60%
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*Reflects unaudited financial data from
January 1 - December 31, 2021
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Our mission is to serve the unmet needs of people experiencing personal
crisis or mental health issues and respond with services that promote

Crisis Center, Inc.
3620 8th Ave S, Ste 110
Birmingham, AL 35222
205-323-7782
www.crisiscenterbham.org

coping, emotional health and well-being.

